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LIST OF NOMENCLATURE
Open-Loop-System: is a system that takes the desired input and produces an output with no
feedback loop. Open loop is simpler than closed loop but not as accurate.
Closed-Loop-System: is a system that compares the current output from a feedback loop to the
desired input and generates an error between the two. The system then acts on the error value.
Classical control theory: also called Laplace control theory, this method uses Laplace
transforms to change input to output relationships from the time domain to the frequency
domain. Classical control theory is an older form of controls and is limited to linear single input
single output systems.
State Space Representation: is a more advanced form of controls that uses a system of 1st order
differential equations in the time domain. State Space involves more complex calculations than
classical control theory but is capable of handling multiple input multiple output systems.
LVDT: a linear variable differential transformer is an AC device that measures displacement.
Bulk Modulus: is a measure of a substance’s resistance to uniform compression. It can be
thought of as a fluid’s spring constant where a fluid in a pipe with a high bulk modulus will act
like a very stiff spring whereas one with a low bulk modulus will act more like a soft spring.
Transfer Function: is a mathematical expression that relates a system’s output to its input.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Sponsor Background and Needs
California’s infamous seismic activity necessitates more conscious building design and
testing than less active geographical regions. This project’s sponsor, the California Polytechnic
State University’s (Cal Poly) Architectural Engineering (ArcE) Department, builds models with
these physical phenomena in mind and could more effectively test those designs if they could be
subjected to the energies contained in California earthquakes. This would result in a more
complete understanding of an earthquake’s effects on a building model and aid in future design.
The stakeholders in this project were Dr. Graham Archer, faculty and students of the ArcE
Department, and faculty and students of any other department that may use this table for research
or testing purposes.

1.2 Formal Problem Definition
Cal Poly’s ArcE Department has had a high capacity hydraulic shake table (pictured in
Figure 1) that is capable of sinusoidal, triangular, and square displacements along a single axis of
motion. These waveforms are not adequate if a model’s response to a true earthquake is desired.
The most critical characteristics of a successful earthquake simulating device include accuracy,
safety, and system life. This project’s goal was to develop a method of earthquake simulation to
be used by the faculty and students of the Cal Poly ArcE Department that is achieved through
control of the existing hydraulic system.

Figure 1: ArcE Department Earthquake Shake Table

1.3 Objective/Specification Development
Because this project involves many electronic or software specifications, many
requirements have go/no-go targets instead of dimensioned numerical ranges. All specifications
listed in Table 1 derive from the desire to accomplish certain goals pertaining to the current
6

hardware in use, versatility of the program, or logistics of project plan execution, among others.
Because executable code is testable without interfacing with the entire system, many software
and interfacing related compliance requirements are by inspection.
Specifications were developed in coordination with sponsor Dr. Graham Archer as well
as by inspection and intuition from team members. Many of the specifications were yes/no in
accordance with the sponsor requests. Quality Function Deployment (QFD, shown in
APPENDIX A: QFD) was used to determine the importance of different specifications and
whether all customer requirements have been completed.
Table 1: Formal Engineering Requirements
Spec

Description

Target

Units

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

1

Robust Stability

yes

y/n

n/a

H

A,T,I

2

Arbitrary Text File Used yes

y/n

n/a

L

I

3

Editable Parameters

yes

y/n

n/a

L

I

4

Capable of Performing
Frequency Tests

yes

y/n

n/a

M

A,T,I

5

Frequency Bandwidth

0-15

Hz

Range

L

A,T,S

Learn and Operating
1.5
hrs
Max
L
T
Time Period
Place Distance
7
±2.5
in.
Max
M
A,T,S,I
Limitations on Motion
Output Acceleration
8
±5
%
Max
M
A,T,S,I
Accuracy
Spectral Analysis
9
yes
y/n
n/a
M
A,T
Capability
Compliance: Analysis (A), Test (T), Similarity to Existing Designs (S), Inspection (I)
Risk:
High (H), Medium (M), Low (L)
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Robust stability was strongly tied to the desired frequency bandwidth because of the high
resonant frequency of the entire system when compared to the operating range. Because
earthquakes are measured discretely, many are recorded and stored as text files containing an
array of accelerations separated by a fixed time step. This convention led to the development of
Specification 2 in the context of software capability. The parameters used before and after
running an earthquake must be adjustable in order to accurately tune and process critical data. A
frequency test is useful for finding the resonant frequency of a structure on the table, which is
necessary to completely quantify the model’s structural properties. Very few of these models
will have a resonant frequency above 15 Hz, which led to the formulation of Specification 5.
Because the table is planned to be used during an academic lab period, the learning period for the
system as a whole was set to half of the total time at a maximum to allow for post-simulation
data processing. Hard displacement limits protect both the hardware and the model from damage
7

or unwanted jerk. The accomplishment of Specification 8 would lead to the most accurate
replication of earthquakes because their energy can be most accurately represented in the
acceleration time domain. Spectral analysis, a method used often by ArcE students interested in
seismic energy, would aid in the visualization of earthquake energy in the frequency domain.

1.4 Project Management
The scope and technical diversity of the project necessitated a rotation of leads for
different tasks or areas of expertise. They are listed in Table 2 and described below.
Table 2: Project Responsibilities
Tasks
Lead
Manufacturing
Williams
Electronic Equipment
Williams
Current Hardware Testing
Gudgel
Controller Testing
Gudgel
Background Research
Williams
System Modeling
Whitmer
Controller Design
Whitmer
Data Processing Programming Gudgel
Project Documentation
Williams
Budget
Whitmer
Point of Contact
Gudgel
Manufacturing includes the design of structures to safely route cables and wires,
necessary racks or mounts, etc. Electronic Equipment includes the design and research involving
electronics for purchase, including computer equipment, microprocessors, controllers,
accelerometers, potentiometers, etc. Current Hardware Testing includes the setup of test cards
and delegation of tasks to test parameters of current hardware that may be used in designed
setup. Controller Testing includes the setup of model and physical tests to be performed using
the designed controller. Background Research includes the research of systems currently
operating that can perform desired tasks as well as methods and operating codes and standards.
System Modeling includes the design of models involving components that affect the
computerized model of the system. Controller Design includes the delegation of programming
involved with controlling the shake table, as well as creation of the user friendly environment.
Data Processing includes the delegation of data processing functions. This included functions to
show input vs. output to determine the accuracy of the test as well as spectrum analysis. Project
Documentation includes the maintenance of documentation of all processes, including test cards,
past and updated designs, programs, etc. Budget includes the documentation of purchases. Point
of Contact includes serving as a contact between the client and design team and coordination
between team members.
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Chapter 2: Background
2.1 Existing Products
An examination of the current state of related technology revealed a number of complete
vibration control packages in the marketplace. Most of these commercial packages were
expensive and had limited customizability. Because the response spectrum (see 1.3
Objective/Specification Development) is relatively specific and not standard in the vibration
control industry, the modification of purchased packages would have been necessary for the
desired applications. There were commercial controllers on the market that can reproduce a user
generated signal such as an earthquake or a rocket launch. However, these controllers were more
expensive than custom designs with existing equipment and were far outside the budget for this
project.
Industry examples included vibration controllers from the following companies: Brüel &
Kjær, Data Physics Corporation, and M+P International. Analysis at the speeds necessary for
accurate data collection were available in the packages, but some packages did not have a
frequency range low enough to capture the desired waveforms. Otherwise, they all were within
requirements concerning sine sweeps, interfacing, and power. These commercial controllers
were all priced between $15,000 and $50,000. This exceeded the desired price range.
One vibration controller that was researched was the VC-LAN Vibration Controller Type
7542 made by Brüel & Kjær. The Type 7542 controller is a stand-alone device meaning that it
does not need to connect to a PC for use. It has a power loss protection feature that ensures
smooth shaker shut down should power be lost. It has up to 64 channels and 24-bit resolution on
its A/D inputs. The Type 7542 vibration controller can provide closed loop control for random,
swept-sine, resonance dwell, classical shock, random- and sine-on-random, shock SRS, and field
data replication. This controller could adequately control the ArcE shake table however it is very
expensive and the lack of a computer interface means that students would not have the ability to
view the code to understand the workings of the controller.
Another vibration controller that was researched was the SignalStar Scalar made by Data
Physics Corporation. This controller is more of an entry level controller when compared to the
Type 7542 by Brüel & Kjær. The SignalStar has between 2 and 8 channels and has 24-bit
resolution on its A/D inputs and outputs. The SignalStar has an intuitive and simplified user
interface. It is capable of performing a full suite of vibration control and analysis including sine,
random, classical shock, transient shock, transient shock, SRS shock, mixed mode (sine and
random on random), time replication, and dynamic signal analysis. Like the Type 7542 the
SignalStar seems fully capable of running the shake table. However, it was also expensive and
outside the budget for this project. The SignalStar also will not let students interact with the
control software thus preventing them from gaining an understanding of how the system works.
A third vibration controller researched was the VibPilot made by M+P international. The
VibPilot has 4 to 8 analog inputs as well as 8 24-bit digital inputs and 8 24-bit digital outputs. It
has a sampling rate of 102.4 kHz and test vibrations up to a frequency of 40 kHz. Its
applications include vibration testing on electrodynamic and hydraulic shakers using all test
modes. It can perform structural testing, modal analysis, and impact testing. The VibPilot can be
operated indoors or outdoors and is fan free for low noise measurements. Like the other two
vibration controllers the VibPilot is outside this project’s budget and does not allow for students
to look at the source code.
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2.2 Current State of the Art
Available control theory and vibrations textbooks were used for reference, including but
not limited to Control Systems Engineering by Norman Nise, Control Systems Engineering: A
Practical Approach by Frank Owen, and Mechanical Vibration by William J. Palm III.
Professors Ridgely, Archer, Owens, and Birdsong were consulted as necessary concerning
compatibility of available technologies since the control systems currently in the Vibrations and
Controls Labs will be potentially helpful. For seismic data, general information on earthquake
simulation, and architectural engineering conventions concerning data manipulation, the United
States Geological Survey and Dr. Graham Archer were consulted.
Preliminary research was focused on control theory and available methodologies. This
included current hardware technologies (see 2.1 Existing Products) and modern control theory.
Different approaches were compared, such as open v. closed loop, types of data collection and
analysis, and the scale of controller processing power necessary. Figure 2 and Figure 3 below
show the model for the hydraulic piston in use in the Mechanical Engineering department’s
controls lab. The functionality of this device is comparable to the ArcE department’s shake table
and was used as a starting point for modeling.

Figure 2: General Control System Model (source: Control Systems Engineering: A Practical
Approach by Frank Owen)
Cylinder

Table

Figure 3: Detailed Model of the Plane (source: ME422 lab manual)
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2.3 List of Applicable Standards
This project had the potential to be subject to the standards outlined in OSHA 1910.137 –
Electrical protective devices, 1910.219 – Mechanical power-transmission apparatus, 1910
Subpart S – Electrical, 1926.307 – Mechanical power-transmission apparatus, and 1926.952 –
Mechanical equipment.
This required monitoring throughout the design and testing process of electrical
subsystems and material reliability. Other design decisions included safety considerations for
dangerous situations and improper use. In general, it was decided that the shake table should be
usable with no more personal protective equipment than is usually necessary for other ArcE
laboratories.

Chapter 3: Design Development
3.1 Conceptual Design and Selection
The first decision of the project was choosing what form of calculations our controller
should complete to perform the necessary tasks. The alternative to the standard Laplace or
classical control would have been executing calculations in the time domain utilizing state space
representation. The requirement from the sponsor to include spectrum analysis, which is
displayed in the frequency domain, led to the decision to create a system based on Laplace
Control.
With the control method chosen, the next decision was to determine whether to operate in
Open-Loop or Closed-Loop control. Open Loop has the potential to operate much faster because
the output doesn’t have to be read and fed back into the system. A hindrance in Open Loop is
that the transfer function of the model being tested must be determined before accurate control
can be performed. This however would not be an issue because sponsor requirements already
necessitate the implementation of sine sweep and random frequency tests which are used to
approximate this transfer function. The drawback to open loop control, however, is that it cannot
take into account changing system dynamics. Some models will be tested to their breaking
point, which will change the dynamics of the system and alter the control loop. Closed loop
control can account for these changes by feeding the table output back into the controller, which
then makes necessary changes to create an accurate representation of the earthquake model.
Processing speed between open loop and closed loop methods had the potential to affect our
software platform choice, but the requirement to create an accurate representation of any given
earthquake was much greater, leading to the decision to design based on closed loop control.
Another design consideration was to control the system using position control, acceleration
control, or a hybrid control utilizing both methods. Because the nature of the project relied
heavily on acceleration matching instead of position, acceleration control would have been ideal.
However, the acceleration control method lends itself to unpredictable noise and instability. This
was the problem that hybrid control aimed to remedy. The nature of having dual inputs led the
hybrid control loop to create an unpredictable output and not accurately recreate the desired
earthquake. Because of this sole position control was chosen.
A critical decision in controller design was the choice of a data acquisition card (DAQ).
A DAQ that was able to interface with both MATLAB and LabVIEW was preferred. Table 3
shows a comparison of three of the DAQs that were researched. We selected the IOtech
DaqBoard/2000 series because it met all of our major requirements and was the least expensive,
as it was donated by Dr. Ridgely and the Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Department.
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DAQ Make and
Model
Channels
MATLAB (y/n)
LabVIEW (y/n)
Sample Rate (kS/s)
Resolution (bits)
Price (USD)

Table 3: DAQ Comparison
Advantech PCI-818 IOtech DaqBoard
2000 series
16
16
Y
Y
N
Y
100
100
12
16
330
0

National Instruments
Chassis and Controller
8
N
Y
200
16
3002

Multiple software platforms were under consideration for implementation in this system.
LabVIEW has been known to have an easier-to-understand graphical interface, which would
contribute to the requirement of providing a beneficial learning environment for students.
However, LabVIEW also has the potential issue of having too low a processing speed to
complete the necessary number of calculations for accurate acceleration output. Conversely,
MATLAB would definitely exceed the necessary computational speed to operate our system. It
was the goal of the team to learn to use the LabVIEW platform for data collection before
determining our final platform.

3.2 Supporting Analysis
Figure 4 shows a proposed PID position control loop. The measured, target, and error are
measured in inches. As previously stated, this system would be stable but may not follow the
scaled g-forces from a simulated earthquake as accurately. This method is the safest option and
the most stable of the three proposed control loops.

Figure 4: Modeled Position Control
Figure 5 shows a proposed PID acceleration control loop. Measured, target, and error
variables are expressed in in/s2. This system would be susceptible to instability in the form of
drift or disruptive noise but would feed directly from the desired accelerations and would not
lose resolution from preliminary integration.
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Figure 5: Modeled Acceleration Control
Figure 6 is the proposed “hybrid” control loop, utilizing both position and acceleration,
with a weight assigned to each loop and then the sum of the errors being fed into a PID.
Theoretically, this control scheme would retain the accuracy of pure acceleration control while
adding the benefit of stability from position control. However due to the nature of having two
inputs into the system this type of control loop would be much more complex and have a high
likelihood of unpredictable and unstable outputs.

Figure 6: Modeled Hybrid Control, Position and Acceleration
Figure 7 represents a target acceleration waveform (in blue) versus an output waveform
generated by taking two derivatives of the captured position waveform. This was considered as
an alternative to directly measuring acceleration and as expected, the test experienced
considerable noise from the calculation.
Figure 8 shows the same two basic waves as in Figure 7, with the measured and
calculated response wave being taken through many iterations of an arithmetic moving average
function to filter the useless noise and more closely follow the desired waveform.
As shown in Figure 8, although the measured values follow the desired waveform more
closely than without a filter, this method is neither more accurate nor more stable than directly
measuring acceleration. This led to the decision that for any control scenario, the direct capture
of acceleration data from accelerometers was greatly preferred to a series of calculations
following multiple captures of a linear potentiometer.
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Figure 7: Measured vs. Desired Acceleration, no filtering of position or velocity data
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Figure 8: Measured vs. Desired Acceleration, filtering of position and velocity data
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Chapter 4: Description of the Final Design
4.1 Model and Description
In order to accurately tune and design the control system for the shake table, a theoretical
model to describe the physical behavior of the system was necessary. Figure 9 shows the system
model that was used for our preliminary design calculations.

Figure 9: Theoretical System Model
Many of these parameters are unknown and were assumed in order to develop a working
model. The assumptions used in the construction of the current model are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Hydraulic fluid is HFD with a bulk modulus of 16000 [bar]
The table mass is 7.5 [slugs]
The viscous damping constant is .001 [lbf*s/in]
The piston volume was assumed to be the piston stroke times the piston area which gives
10.56 [in3] as the volume
The valve gain and the back pressure constant were assumed to be the same as in the ME 422
lab so K_valve = 0.08211[(in3/s)/v] and K_ce = 0.0385[(in3/s)/psi]

The active piston area on which the hydraulic fluid acts is 1.76 [in2]. The saturation
block in the model is used to model the fact that the system has a maximum flow rate governed
by the pump and increasing the voltage signal to the valve at maximum flow will not actually
change the flow to the piston. Even though most of the model parameters at this point were
unknowns, the model accurately represents the way a hydraulic piston system works under these
conditions. Figure 10 shows a test simulation run with the assumed values using a sine sweep
input. The system tracks the input fairly well until the input reaches a high frequency in which
case the system response matches the frequency but only outputs a fraction of the amplitude.
This is due to the pump acting as the limiting factor in the system, due to a maximum flow rate
of 10 [gpm] which in turn defines a maximum velocity for the piston that is insufficient to match
the heightened frequencies at high amplitude. This behavior was expected from this type of
system and is in fact a phenomenon that can be observed in the lab while working with the real
shake table.
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Figure 10: Simulation of Theoretical System Model running a 0 to 15 Hz Sine Sweep Test
The accuracy of the system model was critical for the design and tuning of the control
loop after system parameterization. Simulations were run using this model to test controller
gains and how the system responds to different conditions. The system model was also used to
perform Bode plot analysis of the system in order to design the controller. An inaccurate model
would result in inaccurate simulations regardless of gain value accuracy.

4.2 Final Design and Description
While working toward simultaneous I/O using the DaqBoard/2000 through LabVIEW, it
became clear that the update speed accomplished using those methods and software was
inadequate for the amount of precision desired for the waveform output. Experimentation with
the manufacturer’s software, called DaqView, revealed that analog channels in and out could be
simultaneously updated at over 1000 times per second, much greater than was originally being
achieved through LabVIEW. An analog out channel of the DaqBoard was fed to the desired
position port of the existing controller box and the actual position port was fed to one of the
DaqBoard’s analog in channels. After a modified but complete El Centro earthquake was
streamed to the table during data acquisition using DaqView, the decision to exclusively use
DaqView to control the table was final.
Once the table was able to be effectively controlled, its displacement was calibrated to
find the correlation between input voltage, position, and LVDT voltage. The results of the
calibration run are shown in Figure 11. These values were used to process data before running a
waveform from position values in inches to true input voltages. It was also used after runs to
accurately compare input and actual displacements from two otherwise unrelated analog signals.
The least consistent portion of the calibration was the zero position. This was corrected in the
data processing code later (see 4.5 Data Processing).
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Figure 11: Position to Voltage Gain and Offset for Controller Input and LVDT Output
The true system response was then quantified using the control scheme described. A sine
sweep was run to the table from 0 to 15 Hz over the span of 45 seconds. The results of this test
are shown in Figure 12. Processing the data using the ModelTransferFunction.m MATLAB
program seen in 4.5 Data Processing approximated the Bode plots (seen in Figure 13) and the
transfer function of the combined system (assuming second order, seen in Equation 3). After
further testing, including spectrum analysis comparison for various earthquakes, the design of the
input waveform function changed to include an estimated transfer function that would simulate
closed loop response, theoretically counteract the errors observed from the system, and result in a
more accurate result. This proved very successful and is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 12: 0.5” Amplitude Sine Sweep Test from 0 to 15 Hz of Actual System
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Figure 13: Magnitude and Phase Bode Plots of System Response Generated from Sine
Sweep Test

4.3 Analysis Results
The calculations were performed on the above system model Figure 9 with only a
proportional controller. The system was reduced through block diagram algebra to find the
closed loop transfer function. (See APPENDIX B: DETAILED SUPPORTING ANALYSIS for
full calculations.)

Equation 1: Closed Loop Transfer Function Derived from Theoretical Model
The system’s transfer function was then used to calculate stability using the RouthHurwitz stability criteria. (See APPENDIX B: DETAILED SUPPORTING ANALYSIS for full
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calculations). It was determined that for this system to remain stable the value of the
proportional gain must be as follows:

Equation 2: Theoretical Stability Criterion
Apart from theoretical calculations, the table’s transfer function was found using the
results of the sine sweep performed and the MATLAB function described in
ModelTransferFunction.m. The experimental second order transfer function is shown in
Equation 3.

Equation 3: Experimental 2nd Order Transfer Function Approximated from Sine Sweep
Data

4.4 Cost Breakdown
Because of the nature of the project, no costs were associated with typically budgeted
items. Nothing was spent on prototyping, raw materials, or hardware in general. The
DaqBoard/2000 was generously donated while all other system hardware was retained. The PC
used is not critical to the success of the design insofar as its speed does not limit the output rate
of the DaqBoard.

4.5 Data Processing
Full code can be found in APPENDIX D: Data Processing and descriptions are listed by
file below.
Pre-Processing:
The pre data processing functions of the provided code include routines to create the
voltage text files necessary to operate the earthquake shake table. Earthquake or customized
acceleration data can be converted from an Excel file to the necessary .txt file by use of
acceleration_to_voltage.m whereas SineSweepTest_voltage.m produces a customizable sine
waveform.
acceleration_to_voltage.m
This function takes a provided set of acceleration data that was derived from the standard
earthquake acceleration data commonly used by research outposts. Due to the table being
position driven, this acceleration data is double integrated to form a position output. If this
position data ever exceeds the stroke limit of the table, the original acceleration data’s low
frequency content is incrementally eliminated via a high pass filter until the final position data
fits within the boundaries of the table. Due to the zero voltage position not being centered within
the stroke, each filter version of the position data is also tested as inverted to check that the least
filtered version is used. The user has the option to include simulated active control on the
desired position, which alters the generated voltage file in a way that the eventual outputted
position more closely follows the original desired position.
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SineSweepTest_voltage.m
This function takes the desired parameters inputted by the user and generates the
matching sine sweep test. The user must specify the starting frequency in Hz, the stopping
frequency in Hz, the sample time between data points, the total amount of time for the test to be
performed, and the amplitude of the produced sine wave. If it is desired to perform a standard
sine wave, the user only needs to label the starting and stopping frequencies to be the same
desired frequency.
Post-Processing:
The post data processing functions of the provided code include routines that interpret the
data received from the system and produce usable position, velocity, and acceleration data of the
earthquake shake table’s desired and perceived motion. This data can be further interpreted to
generate desired earthquake spectral plots for analysis.
voltage_to_position.m
This function takes the .mat file produced by DaqView, interprets the voltages into
positions, and generates a new .mat file of time vs. input and output positions.
RSComparison.m
This function utilizes the .mat file produced by voltage_to_position.m to display the
earthquake spectral charts of the desired vs. actual table motions. It also produces a .mat file of
the spectral data for later use.
ModelTransferFunction.m
This function utilizes the .mat file produced by voltage_to_position.m to estimate the
system transfer function of the earthquake table, comparing the desired table motion vs. the
actual table motion. The most accurate results will be produced by sine sweep tests. Data has
been included in the software package of a 0 to 15 Hz frequency test performed on the table with
no additional structure added and will be used by default during simulated active control unless
otherwise specified by the user.
data2text.m
This function takes the .mat file produced by voltage_to_position.m and generates a .txt
file of the included data for use in other data processing programs such as Microsoft Excel.
data2text_spectra.m
This function takes the .mat file produced by RSComparison.m and generates a .txt file of
the included data for use in other data processing programs such as Microsoft Excel.
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4.6 Safety considerations
The following is a list of features that would ideally be implemented into the lab and
system for student safety:
1. Infra-Red (IR) Sensors. Students running tests will be inclined to adjust their models
mid-simulation. The best way to discourage this is to install sensors near pinch points
under the table’s sides. This way, students can still walk up to the table, but if anyone or
thing gets too close and near the pinch-points along the friction rods, the table will come
to a full halt.
2. Emergency Stop Button. It is important that should an emergency situation arise that
isn’t triggered by the IR sensors, there needs to be a device in place that persons in the
room can instantly stop all system operations. The controller’s emergency stop was
tested and was successful in stopping the system quickly.
3. Software Safeguards. During the preprocessing of data, the software determines
reasonable limits for all points of time. Should the real-time system deviate from the predetermined course too much, a filter is applied to counteract drift. This will save the
model from any excessive acceleration.
4. Bypass valve. A manually controlled needle valve that will connect both sides of the
piston cylinder can be used to very quickly equalize cylinder pressure to stop motion.
This valve will eliminate the jerking motion that occurs on start up as it will allow for
both sides of the piston to be pressurized at the same time.

Chapter 6: Design Verification (Testing)
6.1 Detailed results
Creating table motion whose response spectra closely matched that of the desired
earthquake was the most important requirement to the ArcE department. The response spectrum
is the response of a single degree of freedom structure when compared to the ground motion.
There are three types of response spectra, each relating to position, velocity, or acceleration. The
acceleration response spectrum is the most important and is also the most sensitive to slight
discrepancies in the ground motion. Before implementing simulated active control, the
generated response spectra were reasonably accurate when compared to the desired earthquake’s
low frequencies (high period). However, the accuracy decreased as the frequency increased
(periods became shorter). The implemented simulated control loop greatly increased the
accuracy of the acceleration response spectrum at high frequencies as shown in Figure 14
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Figure 14: Response Spectra of Uncontrolled vs. Simulated Active Control
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6.2 DVP&R
Table 4: Design Verification Plan and Report
Sponsor: ArcE department, Graham Archer

Report Date: 14 March 2013

TEST PLAN
Item
No

Specification or Clause
Reference

1

Safety

2

Use existing equipment

3

Place limitation on
motion

Software safety features

4

Use existing equipment

Hardware implementation

5
6

Basic Waveforms used,
Adjustable Amplitude,
Editable Parameters
Frequency Bandwidth,
Perform Frequency tests

Test Description
Emergency stop button
test
Reverse engineer lead
voltages

Acceptance Criteria
PASS: pressing the button depressurizes pump
and stops table with .25 seconds and 1 inch
PASS: signals are replicable by DaqBoard to
5% max error
PASS: the system will shut down if it detects a
position out of 5 inch span
PASS: the computer and the DaqBoard
connect reliably

Test
Responsibility

Test
Stage

Brandan

SAMPLES
TESTED
Quantity

Type

DV

2

B

Garrett

PV

1

C

John

PV

C

Brandan

CV

A

Software implementation

PASS: software is capable of performing all
desired test types

John

PV

C

Bandwidth testing

PASS: bandwidth up to 15 Hz

Garrett

PV

C

7

Learn and Operation
Time Period

Set-up time test

PASS: a single person is able to get the system
up and running in under 15 minutes

John

PV

10

C

8

Learn and Operation
Time Period

Startup testing

PASS: system starts up correctly and in a
timely manner 100% of the time

Brandan

PV

5

C

PASS: output accelerations within .1g of the
input signal

Garrett

PV

>10

C

PASS: system remains stable for all operating
conditions within bandwidth range (see item 7)

John

PV

5

C

PASS: system produces accurate (see item 10)
response at max weight

Garrett

PV

5

C

9

Replicate Earthquake

10

Robust Stability

11

Testable Weight

The acceleration of the
shake table should match
the input earthquake
accelerations
System will not go
unstable
Perform test at max
capacity
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Chapter 7: Conclusion and Recommendation
Earthquake energy was successfully simulated using interfacing between a
DaqBoard/2000 through DaqView and an existing hydraulic system. The control scheme is run
in open loop but because the transfer function is known, simulated closed loop signals can be
generated for more accurate testing. If true closed loop control is to be accomplished, the
following course of action is recommended. Purchase a board that is supported by the MATLAB
Data Acquisition Toolbox and capable of at least 1000 samples per second on at least 8 analog
channels. The PCI-DAS1602/12 from Measurement Computing Corporation was found to be a
leading potential board for future modifications to the system, should they be necessary or
desired.
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APPENDIX A: QFD
Engineering Requirements (HOWS)

ARCE Earthquake Shake Table Controller

Benchmarks

Customer Requirements (Step
#2)

Current Setup - 1970's model

Controls Lab Hydraulic Piston Control

Vibes Lab Shake Table

Purchase Hardware before January

Process Data into Different Spectrum Formats

Establish a "safe distance" from machine

Place limitations on motion: Speed

Place limitations on motion: Distance

Less than 3 hours to learn how to operate

Use of Proper Data Acquisition Devices

5 to 2000 lbs. of Testable Material

Bandwidth up to 15 Hz

Lifetime of System

Equipment Operating within Manufacturer limits

Capable of Performing Frequency Tests

Use Existing Equipment

Editable Parameters

Adjustable Amplitude Available

Basic Wave Forms Used

6
9
6
7

4
3
3
5

1
1
5
3

Performance physical
Reproduce Earthquake
Utilize existing valve piston table
Various Frequency Sweeps
Longevity
Within Frequency Range
Test Wide Range of Weights (5 to 2000 lbs.)

9
7
6
4
4
5

2
1
1
5
5
4

1
5
2
5
5
5

Display and Analysis
Real Time Data processing
Both Position and Accel Data

7
6

4
3

1
3

Fourier Transform vs. Architecture Transform
Easy to Understand Interface (user friendly)

1
4

1
5

1
1

9
10

4
4

5
4

Miscellaneous
Early Hardware Purchases (before January)
Total
Units
Targets
Benchmark #1
Benchmark #2
Benchmark #3

Blank

Text File Used

Performance software
Customizable Controller
Use existing earthquake data format
Apply basic wave forms (sin,tri,square)
Adjustable Amplitude on existing data

Safety
Controller can't break existing equipment
Controller can't harm students

●=9
○=3
∆=1

Robust Stability to all Reasonable Parameters

Weighting (Total 100)

Customer (Step #1) Requirements (Whats)

n/a

n/a n/a

100

0 54 48
y/n y/n y/n y/n y/n y/n y/n y/n yrs. Hz lbs. y/n hrs. ft. ft./s ft. y/n %
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
5 15 2000 yes
3 tbd tbd tbd yes 67
no no
yes no

yes yes yes mb no yes 10 10+
50 yes
yes mb no yes mb yes 30+ 10+ 2000 no

Strong Correlation
Medium Correlation
Small Correlation
No Correlation
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3 no
3

no

5"

no
no

n/a
n/a

APPENDIX B: DETAILED SUPPORTING ANALYSIS
Transfer Function Reduction

27

28

Stability Calculations

29

30

31

APPENDIX C: GANTT CHART
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APPENDIX D: Data Processing
Function Name
acceleration_to_voltage.m
SineSweepTest_voltage.m
voltage_to_position.m
RSComparison.m
ModelTransferFunction.m
data2text.m
data2text_spectra.m

Page Number
34
41
43
44
50
52
53
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M-file 1
function acceleration_to_voltage(file_title, dt, interp_num, control,
fileName_sineSweep)
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------% Description: acceleration_to_voltage(file_title, dt, interp_num, control,
%
fileName_sineSweep)
%
- This code takes a given excel file from the standard format, where
%
acceleration data is listed in g's at a constant time interval
%
listed at the top of the document. The user must specify the time
%
interval as well as the amount of interpolation to be included in
%
the output (linear). The file outputs a text file with a column of
%
voltages which represent the position data to be read by the
%
earthquake shake controller. The code filters the original
%
acceleration data to exclude excessively low frequency accelerations
%
to ensure the position data can be fulfilled by the system.
%
% Input arguments:
%
- file_title: Required: title and extension of ground acceleration file.
%
- dt:
Required: sample time of ground acceleration file.
%
- interp_num: Optional: desired number of data points per sample in
%
original acceleration file. Default = 1.
%
- control:
Optional: 1 if simulated active control is desired, 0 if
%
no simulated active control. Default = 0.
%
= fileName_sineSweep: Optional: title and extension of position data of
%
a Sine Sweep test for transfer function analysis.
%
% Returned values: none, produces a text file of position data of sample
%
time dt/interp_num, in voltage form for controller.
%
% Troubleshooting: When running simulated active control, if MATLAB gives
%
the error "Exception in thread "AWT-EventQueue-0"
%
java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space" you should
%
increase the maximum heap size. This is done under
%
File->Preferences->General->Java Heap Memory.
%
% AUTHOR(S): Garrett Gudgel, John Whitmer
DATE: May 01, 2013
%
% Updates:
2013.05.13 GDG Altered interpolator to allow input of "1" to
%
return the original array. Changed output file
%
name to be customizable based on the name of
%
the data file. Optimized code by only writing
%
final text files when position is within the
%
set boundaries.
%
2013.05.22 GDG Altered code to output voltage instead of
%
position. Functionality of code still operates
%
the same, only multiplies final position array
%
by the Table Constant to obtain voltage.
%
2013.05.22 GDG Removed redundancies in code. Secondary
%
functions are sent their parameters rather
%
than reading from the created .mat file, this
%
way the .mat file only has to be created once
%
and at the very end of the process.
%
2013.06.03 GDG Allowed option of a simulated active control
%
using sine sweep data currently stored.
%
2013.06.04 GDG Continued working on simulated active control
%
to allow all simulation through simulink to be
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%
controlled solely through this code without
%
any alteration of the file manually to be
%
necessary. Came across reverse capatibility
%
issues using variables in function blocks.
%
2013.06.05 GDG Finished simulated active control, now
%
capatible with versions 2012a and after.
%
Altered main code to accomodate for data files
%
with points not divisible by 5, which
%
originally left NaN points in the data but now
%
will not. Make the Runge Kutta a standalone
%
function to be called for neatness.
%
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------narginchk(2,5);
if 4>=nargin
fileName_sineSweep = 0;
end
if 3>=nargin
control=0;
end
if 2>=nargin
interp_num=1;
end
close all
clc
interp_num = round(interp_num);
if (interp_num < 1)
error('interp_num must be greater than or equal to 1');
end;
s = strfind(file_title,'.');
file_name = file_title(1:(s(end)-1));
%% User Inputs
A = importdata(file_title);
[row_max,col_max] = size(A);
dt = dt/interp_num;
V(1) = 0;
Vel_new(1) = 0;
X(1) = 0;
X_new(1) = 0;
x_max = 3;
x_min = -2;
Data.xmax = x_max;
Data.xmin = x_min;
K_pv = -1/0.3603;
%% Write Accleration File
n=1;
for Row=1:row_max
for Col=1:col_max
if isnan(A(Row,Col))
break;
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end
Data.Accel(n)=A(Row,Col);
n=n+1;
end
end
[temp,end_col] = size(Data.Accel);
clearvars temp A;
Data.Accel(end_col)= [];
Data.Accel = interpolator(Data.Accel,interp_num)';
%% Translate Acceleration from g's to in/s^2
Data.Accel = 12*32.2*Data.Accel;
A = Data.Accel;
L = length(A);
%% Write Time Portion
for k=1:(L)
Data.Time(k)=(k-1)*dt;
end
Time = Data.Time;
%% Runge Kutta Method for original data
% integrating to find velocity
V = rk_integrator(A,V(1),dt);
% integrating to find position
X = rk_integrator(V,X(1),dt);
Data.Vel = V;
Data.Pos = X;
%% Apply Butterworth High Pass filter to negate low frequency accelerations
% Example found at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wmFPQcBiE4
for low_freq=0.010:0.010:0.500 % in Hz
high_freq = 50;
% in Hz
sampling_freq = 1/dt;
% in Hz
N = 3;
% Order of the filter
Wn = [low_freq high_freq]/(sampling_freq/2); % Normalized frequency range
[butter_B,butter_A] = butter(N,Wn); % Determine values for Butterworth Filter
Accel_new = filter(butter_B,butter_A,Data.Accel);

% Apply filter values

%% Each Filter Level should test both directions for best fit
for direction=1:2
if 1==direction
Accel_new = Accel_new;
else
Accel_new = -1*Accel_new;
end
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%% Runge Kutta Method for filtered data
% integrating to find velocity
Vel_new = rk_integrator(Accel_new,Vel_new(1),dt);
% integrating to find position
X_new = rk_integrator(Vel_new,X_new(1),dt);
%% Plot Data for Visual Inspection
figure;
ax(1) = subplot(3,1,1);
plot(Time,Data.Accel,Time,Accel_new);
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Acceleration (in/s^2)');
title([num2str(low_freq) 'Hz Cutoff']);
ax(2) = subplot(3,1,2);
plot(Time,Data.Vel,Time,Vel_new);
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Velocity (in/s)');
ax(3) = subplot(3,1,3);
plot(Time,Data.Pos,Time,X_new, ...
[0 Data.Time(end)],[x_max x_max], ...
[0 Data.Time(end)],[x_min x_min]);
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Position (in)');
linkaxes(ax,'x');
xlim([round(Data.Time(1)) round(Data.Time(end))])
%% Test if within bounds. If so, print to text file.
% and break out of direction change loop
test=error_finder(X_new,x_max,x_min);
if test==0
disp(['low cutoff frequency is ' num2str(low_freq) ' Hz']);
if 1==control
[new_time output] =
sim_active_control(Time,X_new,fileName_sineSweep);
figure
plot(Time,X_new,new_time,output)
else
output = X_new;
end
output = output*K_pv;
fid=fopen([file_name '_' num2str(dt) 's_' num2str(low_freq) ...
'Hzfilt_volt.txt'],'w');
fprintf(fid, '%f \n', output');
fclose(fid);
break;
end
end
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% If test passed, break out of frequency cutoff loop
if test==0
break;
end
end
%% Print Error Message if necessary
if test~=0
error('No solution found.');
end
%% Save to Mat File
Data.Accel_filt = Accel_new;
Data.Vel_filt = Vel_new;
Data.Pos_filt = X_new;
Data.Output_Pos_volt = output;
Data.low_freq = low_freq;
Data.high_freq = high_freq;
save([file_name num2str(interp_num) '.mat'],'-double','Data')
end

%% Runge Kutta Integrator
function x = rk_integrator(xdot,x_0,dt)
L = length(xdot);
x(1) = x_0;
n=1;
while (n < L);
k1 = xdot(n);
k2 = xdot(n) + (xdot(n+1)-xdot(n))*(.5);
k4 = xdot(n+1);
x(n+1) = x(n) + dt*(1/6)*(k1 + 4*k2 + k4);
n = n+1;
end
end

%% Linear Interpolator Function
function y = interpolator(x,interp_num)
if (interp_num > 1)
L = length(x);
y = zeros((L*interp_num+1),1);
for n=1:L
current = interp_num*(n) - (interp_num-1);
y(current) = x(n);
if n==L
break;
end
k = (x(n+1)-x(n))/interp_num;
for m=1:(interp_num-1)
y(current+m) = y(current)+ k*m;
end
end
else
y = x;
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end
end

%% Error Finder Function, test if position file within bounds
function err_found = error_finder(x,xmax,xmin)
if max(x)>xmax || min(x)<xmin
err_found = 1;
else
err_found = 0;
end
end

%% Simulated Active Control
function [new_time new_pos] =
sim_active_control(time,position_desired,fileName_sineSweep)
input_pos(:,1) = time;
input_pos(:,2) = position_desired;
t_final = max(time);
dt = time(2)-time(1);
if 0==fileName_sineSweep
sys = tf([-0.004415 1707],[1 88.94 1708]);
else
sys = ModelTransferFunction(fileName_sineSweep);
end
[num,den] = tfdata(sys,'v');
if 3==length(num)
Num1 = num(1);
Num2 = num(2);
Num3 = num(3);
else
Num1 = 0;
Num2 = num(1);
Num3 = num(2);
end
if 3==length(den)
Den1 = den(1);
Den2 = den(2);
Den3 = den(3);
else
Den1 = 0;
Den2 = den(1);
Den3 = den(2);
end
modelName = ['SimulatedEarthquakeResponse'];
open_system(modelName);
cset = getConfigSet(modelName, 'Configuration');
set_param(cset,'StopTime',num2str(t_final));
set_param(cset,'FixedStep',num2str(dt/10));
save_system(modelName);
bdclose;
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options = simset( 'SrcWorkspace' , 'current' );
sim(modelName,[],options);
clearvars input_pos sys cset Num1 Num2 Num3 Den1 Den2 Den3;
L = length(input_new);
for n=1:(L/10)
new_pos(n) = input_new((n-1)*10+1);
new_time(n) = (n-1)*dt;
end
end
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M-file 2
function [t,Y] = SineSweepTest_voltage(f1, f2, dt, t_end, amp)
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------% Description: SineSweepTest(f1, f2, dt, t_end, amp)
%
- Provides a discrete time sine sweep using the given parameters.
%
% Input arguments:
%
- f1:
Required: starting frequency in Hz.
%
- f2:
Required: ending frequency in Hz.
%
- dt:
Required: time interval of data points.
%
- t_end:
Required: total amount of time for sine sweep.
%
- amp:
Required: amplitude of sine waves (-amp to +amp) in
inches.
%
% Returned values: none, produces a text file of position data.
%
% AUTHOR(S): Garrett Gudgel
DATE: May 01, 2013
%
% Updates:
2013.05.21 GDG Altered to include amplitude as an input to
%
the function. The amplitude is taken in
%
inches but the output file is in voltage.
%
%
2013.06.05 GDG Changed max amplitude to 2 inches due to table
%
error beyond this level.
%
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

The basic form of the equation is Y(I)=V×sin((A×I²)/2+B×I),
where Y(I) is the amplitude of the swept sine wave as a function of the
sample point, I is the integer that steps through the time series, V is
the peak voltage, and A and B are variables. You define A as
2×?(fSTOP–fSTART)/N, and you define B as 2×?fSTART, where N is the number
of samples, fSTART is the normalized start frequency, and fSTOP is the
normalized stop frequency. To normalize the start and stop frequencies,
you must change the unit to cycles per sample. You accomplish this task
by dividing the f1 and f2 frequencies in hertz by the sample rate. You
determine the sample rate by deciding how smooth of a transition you want
to represent your swept sine wave. A good rule of thumb is to have at
least 10 samples/cycle at the highest frequency. When setting the sample
rate, you need to take into account the overall frequency span you are
sweeping and the duration of the sweep itself. It is also helpful to
compare the results and performance of the LabView data-acquisition-system
implementation of the swept sine wave with those of an AWG
(arbitrary-waveform generator).
http://www.edn.com/design/test-and-measurement/4313545/Create-a-sweptsine-function-in-LabView-with-just-one-virtual-instrument

if (amp > 2)
error('Amplitude must be less than 2 inches');
end;
t = 0:dt:t_end;
fSTART = f1*dt;
fSTOP = f2*dt;
N = t_end/dt+1;
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A = 2*pi*(fSTOP-fSTART)/N;
B = 2*pi*fSTART;
V = amp/(-0.3603);
I = 1:N;
Y = V*sin((A*I.^2)/2+B*I);
figure;
plot(t,Y);
fid=fopen(['SineSweep_' num2str(f1) 'hz_' num2str(f2) 'hz_' ...
num2str(dt) 's_' num2str(t_end) 's_' num2str(amp) 'in' ...
'.txt'],'w');
fprintf(fid, '%f \n', Y');
fclose(fid);
end
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M-file 3
function voltage_to_position(file_title,Ts)
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------% Description: ModelTransferFunction(fileName,Ts)
%
- Takes the specified data file from the input argument as well as the
%
time step between samples and translates the given voltages to input
%
and output position of the table in inches as well as producing the
%
time values associated with the test.
%
% Input arguments:
%
- file_title:
Required: title and extension of ground position file,
%
desired and actual in voltage. Must be the .mat file.
%
- Ts:
Required: sample time of file.
%
% Returned values: None, produces a .mat file with variables. Time in
%
seconds, input position in inches, and output position
%
in inches.
%
% AUTHOR(S): Garrett Gudgel
DATE: May 24, 2013
%
% Updates:
????.??.?? ??? ???????
%
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------%% User Inputs
A = importdata(file_title);
input = A(:,1)*-0.3603;
% Convert Output Voltage to Position
output = A(:,2)*-0.7268+(3.905-4.1516); % Convert LVDT Voltage to Position
%% Write Time variable
[L,temp] = size(input);
for n=1:L
time(n)=(n-1)*Ts;
end
time = time';
%% Save to a .mat File
s = strfind(file_title,'.');
file_name = file_title(1:(s(end)-1));
save([file_name '_Position_data' '.mat'],'time','input','output')
end
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M-file 4
function [] = RSComparison(fileName,fileName2)
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------% Description: RSComparison(fileName,fileName2)
%
- This code takes one or two given .mat files containing position data
%
of a performed earthquake and produces the displacement, velocity,
%
and acceleration spectral charts. If only one .mat file is
%
specified, it is assumed the system was run uncontrolled and that
%
the input file is the original earthquake data. If two .mat files
%
are specified, the program takes the position data from the second
%
file to be used as the original earthquake data for comparison.
%
% Input arguments:
%
- fileName:
Required: title and extension of ground acceleration file.
%
- FileName2:
Optional: sample time of ground acceleration file..
%
% Returned values: none, produces a .mat file of produced spectral data.
%
% Troubleshooting: When running simulated active control, if MATLAB gives
%
the error "Exception in thread "AWT-EventQueue-0"
%
java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space" you should
%
increase the maximum heap size. This is done under
%
File->Preferences->General->Java Heap Memory.
%
% AUTHOR(S): Evan Gerbo
DATE: May ??, 2013
%
% Updates:
2013.06.05 GDG Changed inputs of function to be .mat files
%
that will include necessary position data.
%
Allowed the choice of including one or two
%
.mat files depending on controlled or
%
uncontrolled earthquake runs.
%
Added code to eliminate voltage errors at
%
extremities of file by averaging the first
%
0.5s and last 0.5s and setting the first and
%
last points equal to these values.
%
2013.06.07 GDG Commented code. Included the code to
%
ResponseSpectraret within this file to
%
obselete the need for an extra .m file.
%
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------narginchk(1,2);
if 1==nargin
fileName2 = 0;
end
%% User Inputs, determine
input=0;
%
output=0;
%
time=0;
%
load(fileName)
%
ECLST1 = output;
timeo = time;
dt = timeo(2)-timeo(1);
if 0==fileName2
ECRecorddisp = input;
timei = time;

input and output values and times
Initialize as a variable
Initialize as a variable
Initialize as a variable
Load values for input, output, and time
% Determine time between samples
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else
load(fileName2);
ECRecorddisp = Data.Pos_filt;
timei = Data.Time;
n=1;
while ECRecorddisp(n)<0.006
n=n+1;
end
time1=timeo(n);
n=1;
while ECLST1(n)<0.006
n=n+1;
end
time2=timei(n);
timeo = timeo-(time2-time1);
end
pers = 400; % period steps to calculate for response spectra
period = zeros(1, pers); % create zero matrix for period values
period(1) = 10*dt;
lowperstep = .002; % period step increment for low period range(sec)
midperstep = .003; % period step increment for mid period range (sec)
highperstep = .004; % period step increment for high period range (sec)
damping = [.05]; % set damping values to calculate for response spectra
%% Check extremeties in output function, eliminate excess voltages
boundary=5;
t_sum=0;
t_count=0;
n=boundary;
while timeo(n)<(timeo(1)+0.5)
t_sum=t_sum+ECLST1(n);
t_count = t_count+1;
n=n+1;
end
t_average = t_sum/t_count;
for n=1:(boundary-1)
ECLST1(n)=t_average;
end
t_sum=0;
t_count=0;
n=length(timeo);
while timeo(n)>(timeo(end)-0.5)
t_sum=t_sum+ECLST1(n);
t_count = t_count+1;
n=n-1;
end
t_average = t_sum/t_count;
for n=(length(timeo)-boundary):length(timeo)
ECLST1(n)=t_average;
end
%% Plot Input vs. Output Positions with shift
figure1 = figure;
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subplot1 = subplot(1, 1, 1, 'Parent', figure1);
hold on
plot1 = plot(timeo, ECLST1, 'color', 'blue', 'DisplayName', 'Table');
plot2 = plot(timei, ECRecorddisp, 'color', 'red', 'DisplayName', 'Input');
ylim([-3, 3])
% xlim([timei(1) timei(end)])
ylabel('Displacement (in)');
xlabel('Time (sec)');
title('Time History of Motion');
legend(subplot1,'show');
%% -----------Calculate periods and frequencies---------------------------for i=2:1:ceil(length(period)/4) % create period values to check for first
1/4
period(i) = period(i-1)+lowperstep;
end
for i=ceil(length(period)/4):1:ceil(length(period)/2) % create period values
to check for second 1/4
period(i) = period(i-1)+midperstep;
end
for i=ceil(length(period)/2):1:length(period) % create period values to check
for second 1/2
period(i) = period(i-1)+highperstep;
end
%% -----------Calculate response spectra difference-----------------------[rsda, rsva, rsaa] = ResponseSpectraret(ECLST1, dt, damping, 'disp', pers,
period);
[rsdr, rsvr, rsar] = ResponseSpectraret(ECRecorddisp, dt, damping, 'disp',
pers, period);
difference = 0; % variable to store response difference between record and
% actual
for i=1:1:length(rsda)
difference = difference + (1-abs(rsda(i)/rsdr(i)))*dt*100;
end
disp(['Response Difference:

' num2str(difference) '%-sec']);

figure2 = figure;
subplot2 = subplot(3, 1, 1, 'Parent', figure2, 'YTick', [.2 .4 .6 .8 1 1.2
1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0]);
plot3 = plot(period, rsaa/386.4, 'b', period, rsar/386.4, 'r', 'Parent',
subplot2);
set(plot3(1), 'DisplayName', 'Table');
set(plot3(2), 'DisplayName', 'Input');
xlabel('Period (sec)');
xlim([0, max(period)]);
ylabel('Acceleration (g)');
ylim([0, max(rsar)*1.1/386.4]);
title('Spectral Acceleration');
legend(subplot2,'show');
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subplot3 = subplot(3, 1, 2, 'Parent', figure2, 'YTick', [5 10 15 20 30 40 50
60 70 80 90 100]);
plot4 = plot(period, rsva, 'b', period, rsvr, 'r', 'Parent', subplot3);
set(plot4(1), 'DisplayName', 'Table');
set(plot4(2), 'DisplayName', 'Input');
xlabel('Period (sec)');
xlim([0, max(period)]);
ylabel('Velocity (in/s)');
ylim([0, max(rsvr)*1.1]);
title('Spectral Velocity');
legend(subplot3,'show');
subplot4 = subplot(3, 1, 3, 'Parent', figure2, 'YTick', [.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10]);
plot5 = plot(period, rsda, 'b', period, rsdr, 'r', 'Parent', subplot4);
set(plot5(1), 'DisplayName', 'Table');
set(plot5(2), 'DisplayName', 'Input');
xlabel('Period (sec)');
xlim([0, max(period)]);
ylabel('Displacement (in)');
ylim([0, max(rsdr)*1.1]);
title('Spectral Displacement');
legend(subplot4,'show');
s = strfind(fileName,'_');
file_name = fileName(1:(s(end-1)-1));
save([file_name '_Spectra_data'
'.mat'],'period','rsaa','rsar','rsva','rsvr','rsda','rsdr')
end

%% Code from "ResponseSpectraret"
function [rsd, rsv, rsa] = ResponseSpectraret(data, dt, damping, type, pers,
period)
% Constants for Newmark's integration
gamma = 1/2;
beta = 1/4; % value of 1/6 represents linear acceleration assumption (use ¼
% for constant)
%period = zeros(1, pers); % create zero matrix for period values
rsa = zeros(length(damping), length(period)); % create zero matrix for
% Response Spectra acclerations
rsv = zeros(length(damping), length(period)); % create zero matrix for
% Response Spectra velocities
rsd = zeros(length(damping), length(period)); % create zero matrix for
% Response Spectra deformations
m = 1;
rsdmax
rsvmax
rsamax

%
=
=
=

define mass to be used as 1 slug (don't need to change)
0; % create variable for storing max values for graph scaling
0;
0;
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numPts = length(data); % calculate number of data points
%% --------- Get required accelerations from input data type -------------if(strcmp(type, 'disp') == 1) %% Convert displacements to accelerations
vel = zeros(1, numPts); % create zero matrix for velocities
acc = zeros(1, numPts); % create zero matrix for displacements
disp = data*dt*10;
for i=2:1:numPts % integrate through the record to get velocity
vel(i) = (disp(i)-disp(i-1))/dt;
end
for i=3:1:numPts % integrate through the record to get displacement
acc(i) = acc(i-1) + (vel(i)-vel(i-1))/dt;
end
else
acc = data; %keep data as accelerations
end
%% ----------------------Loop through damping periods to check various
damping values
for d=1:1:length(damping)
%% -------------------Loop through periods to check all structures
for p=1:1:length(period)
freq = 1/period(p); % calculate frequency of given structure (Hz)
wn = freq*2*3.141596535; % calculate natural angular frequency
k = wn^2*m; % calculate stiffness of structure to create given
% frequency
c = damping(d)*2*sqrt(k*m); % calculate viscous damping coefficient
defr = zeros(1, numPts); % create empty deformation vector for
% response
velr = zeros(1, numPts); % create empty velocity vector for response
accr = zeros(1, numPts); % create empty acceleration vector for
% response
%% ----------Integrate through time history for a given structure-for i=1:1:numPts-1
a1 = c*(velr(i)+dt*gamma*accr(i)); % calculate adjusted damping
% value
a2 = k*(defr(i)+dt*velr(i)+dt^2*beta*accr(i)); % calculate
% adjusted stiffness value
accr(i+1) = (acc(i)*m-a1-a2)/(m+c*dt*beta/gamma+k*dt^2*beta);
% Use equilibrium equation
velr(i+1) = velr(i)+dt*gamma*accr(i+1)+dt*gamma*accr(i);
% calculate new velocity
defr(i+1) = defr(i)+dt*velr(i)+dt^2*beta*(accr(i)+accr(i+1));
% calculate new deformation
end
rsd(d, p) = max(abs(defr)); % calculate maximum deformation value
rsa(d, p) = wn^2*rsd(d, p); % calculate maximum acceleration value
rsv(d, p) = wn*rsd(d, p); % calculate maximum velocity value
if(rsd(d, p) > rsdmax) % check if greater than max
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rsdmax = rsd(d, p); % store value as new max
dpmax = p; % store period with max deformation value
end
if(rsv(d, p) > rsvmax) % check if greater than max
rsvmax = rsv(d, p); % store value as new max
end
if(rsa(d, p) > rsamax) % check if greater than max
rsamax = rsa(d, p); % store value as new max
apmax = p;
end
end
end
end
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M-file 5
function sys = ModelTransferFunction(fileName)
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% Description: ModelTransferFunction(fileName)
%
- Compares the input/output relationship of a given output file and
%
returns the estimated 2nd order transfer function.
%
% Input arguments:
%
- fileName:
Required: title and extension of .mat file produced
%
from the "voltage_to_position" function.
%
% Returned values: System transfer function of compared input and output.
%
% AUTHOR(S): Garrett Gudgel
DATE: May 20, 2013
%
% Updates:
2013.05.24 GDG Altered code to model a second system which is
%
a filtered version of the first. The filter
%
is a low pass designed to eliminate high
%
frequency noise.
%
%
2013.05.26 GDG Decided filter should be eliminated due to
%
tainting of data.
%
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------clc
%% User Inputs
input=0;
output=0;
time=0;
load(fileName)

%
%
%
%

Initialize input as a variable
Initialize output as a variable
Initialize time as a variable
Load values for input, output, and time

Ts = time(2)-time(1);
% Determine time between samples
figure
plot(time,input,time,output);
%% Combine Data into iddata
% http://www.mathworks.com/help/ident/ref/iddata.html
data = iddata(output,input,Ts);
%% Transfer Function Estimation
% http://www.mathworks.com/help/ident/ref/tfest.html
np = 2;
sys = tfest(data,np);
%% Bode Plots of System
u = input;
% u = input data
y = output; % y = output data
dt = Ts;
clearvars input output time;
U = fft(u);
Y = fft(y);
H = Y./U;

% Perform a fast fourier transform on input
% Perform a fast fourier transform on output
% The Transfer Function is the output over the input
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MagData = 20*log10(abs(H)); % Magnitude in decibels
PhaseData = angle(H)*180/pi; % Phase in degrees
N = length(u);
N2 = floor(N/2);
FreqData = [0:N-1]/(N*dt); % Hz
figure
ax1(1) = subplot(211); semilogx(FreqData(1:N2),MagData(1:N2));
ax1(2) = subplot(212); semilogx(FreqData(1:N2),PhaseData(1:N2));
ylim([-250 50]);
linkaxes(ax1,'x')
xlim([0.01 15]);

%% Compare Against MATLAB Bode
figure
bode(sys)
end
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M-file 6
function data2text(fileName)
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% Description: data2text(fileName)
%
- This code takes a given .mat file produced from the
%
voltage_to_position function and produces a .txt file containing the
%
data from the designated .mat file.
%
% Input arguments:
%
- fileName:
Required: Name and extension of the .mat file produced
%
from the voltage_to_position function.
%
% Returned values: none, produces a text file of data from the .mat file
%
returned from the voltage_to_position function.
%
% AUTHOR(S): Garrett Gudgel
DATE: May 25, 2013
%
%
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------%% User Inputs
input=0;
% Initialize input as a variable
output=0;
% Initialize output as a variable
time=0;
% Initialize time as a variable
load(fileName)
% Load values for input, output, and time
L = length(time);
s = strfind(fileName,'.');
file_name = fileName(1:(s(end)-1));
fid=fopen([file_name '.txt'],'w');
fprintf(fid, 'Time(s)
Input(in)
Ouput(in) \n');
for n=1:L
fprintf(fid, '%f
%f
%f \n', time(n), input(n), output(n));
end
fclose(fid);
figure
plot(time,input,time,output)
end
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M-file 7
function data2text_spectra(fileName)
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% Description: data2text_spectra(fileName)
%
- This code takes a given .mat file produced from the
%
RSComparison function and produces a .txt file containing the
%
data from the designated .mat file.
%
% Input arguments:
%
- fileName:
Required: Name and extension of the .mat file produced
%
from the RSComparison function.
%
% Returned values: none, produces a text file of data from the .mat file
%
returned from the RSComparison function.
%
% AUTHOR(S): Garrett Gudgel
DATE: May 25, 2013
%
%
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------%% User Inputs
period=0;
% Initialize as a variable
rsaa=0;
% Initialize as a variable
rsar=0;
% Initialize as a variable
rsva=0;
% Initialize as a variable
rsvr=0;
% Initialize as a variable
rsda=0;
% Initialize as a variable
rsdr=0;
% Initialize as a variable
load(fileName)
% Load values
L = length(period);
s = strfind(fileName,'.');
file_name = fileName(1:(s(end)-1));
fid=fopen([file_name '.txt'],'w');
fprintf(fid, ['Period(s) AccelerationOut(g) AccelerationIn(g) '...
'VelocityOut(in/s) VelocityIn(in/s) ' ...
'PositionOut(in) PositionIn(in) \n']);
for n=1:L
fprintf(fid, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f \n', period(n), rsaa(n), rsar(n),...
rsva(n), rsvr(n), rsda(n), rsdr(n));
end
fclose(fid);
figure
plot(time,input,time,output)
end
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Appendix E: Earthquake Shake Table Procedure
Checklist for Operating the Earthquake Shake Table
Start up machine
Start pump cooling water by turning the hose valve one half-turn.
Lift the pump breaker switch to the on position.
Turn controller power on with the black switch on the bottom right corner of the
controller front panel.
Ensure SPAN is set to 5 and STAT is set to 0.1 on the CLM module (far left).
Press PUMP->START and wait a few seconds.
Press PRESSURE->LOW and wait for pressure to equalize (approximately 5
seconds).
Press PRESSURE->HIGH and wait for pressure to equalize.
WARNING: Table will violently jerk during this phase, ensure the area is
clear.
Prepare Earthquake Data
Create a folder on the desktop for all files associated with this earthquake run.
Download the desired earthquake acceleration .txt file and copy into this folder.
Open this .txt file in Excel and delete all headers, footers, and all unnecessary
columns. Add the time step to the name of the file to eliminate confusion and
save as an .xlsx document.
Open MATLAB, choose the created folder as your working folder.
Run the function acceleration_to_voltage using the desired parameters, including
the full name and extension of the acceleration .xlsx and time step. In MATLAB,
type “help acceleration_to_voltage” for more information on the input
arguments.
Prepare Sine Sweep Data
Create a folder on the desktop for all files associated with this run.
Open MATLAB, choose the created folder as your working folder.
Run the function SineSweepTest_voltage using the desired parameters, including
starting frequency, stopping frequency, time step (recommended 0.002s), total
time, and amplitude in inches (0.5” amplitude = 1” total span).
Run Earthquake Machine
Open DaqView.
Click icon labeled “Waveform and Pattern Output” (second from the right at the
top of the window).
In the Waveform & Digital Pattern Output window go to the “Streaming Output”
tab.
Select CH 0.
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In the File Format dropdown menu choose “ACSII Real Volts; Digital outs
counts.”
Click the browse button and select the desired .txt file that you wish to run
through the shake table.
Make sure Repeat Mode is set to Number of Iterations.
Set number of iterations to 1.
Select DAC Pacer as the Clock Source.
Set the updates/second to the inverse of the time step of your .txt file (e.g. if the
time step of your text file is 0.002 seconds use 500 updates/second).
In main DaqView window go to the “Data Destination” tab and specify the file
name desired for captured data. Confirm this update rate matches the update rate
set in the Waveform & Digital Pattern Output window.
In main DaqView window press the “Start All Indicators” button (located near
the top of the window at the far right).
Press the “Start” button located in the bottom right corner of the Waveform &
Digital Pattern Output window, streaming output tab.
When the waveform stream completes, end the acquisition.
Analysing Data
Copy .mat file from desktop->MATLAB to previously created folder.
Run the voltage_to_position function using appropriate inputs. Type “help
voltage_to_position” for more information.
If earthquake run the RSComparison function using appropriate inputs. Type
“help RSComparison” for more information.
If sinesweep run ModelTransferFunction using appropriate inputs. Type “help
ModelTransferFunction” for more information.
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